
ESSAY TITLES ITALICIZED APA

APA's Publication Manual () indicates that, in the body of your paper, you A general rule of thumb is that within the text
of a paper, italicize the title of.

Therefore, when preparing the bibliography of a paper that uses APA style, you must italicize all book titles.
Other titles that we would italicize include the following: Journals and Magazines: Time, U. If the end mark is
not part of the title, but is added to indicate a question or exclamation, do not italicize that mark. Names of
Vehicles. Did you enjoy Charles Frazier's Cold Mountain? Minor words are lower case. These typographical
devices mean the same thing; therefore, it would be unusual to use both within the same text and it would
certainly be unwise to italicize an underlined word. Capitalize the first letter of the major words of titles. The
titles of these shorter pieces would be surrounded with double quotation marks. Titles of large works, such as
journals and books, are italicized. By Cite This For ME With so many writing styles out there, it can be
difficult to remember how to format titles of sources in your paper, reference list and in text citations. Try
using Cite This For Me to create the citations and bibliography for your next paper. A title is generally placed
in quotation marks if it is a part of a larger work. How to format titles in APA style Within your paper,
capitalize all words that are four letters long or greater within the title of a source. Therefore, if you are using a
term of art or a word that is meant to be cast ironically or as slang, italicize the word. In this section, we will
use italics only, but they should be considered interchangeable with underlined text. Example: The Glorious
Cause: Patriotism in the American Revolution Italicize the titles of longer works such as books, edited
collections, movies, television series, etc. Seuss's Oh, the Places You'll Go! Foreign Words Scientific papers
and legal scholarship frequently employ foreign words and jargon. Nor do we italicize the titles of books of
the Bible: Genesis, Revelation, 1 Corinthians. This requirement also applies to book titles mentioned in the
text of the paper. The APA style manual recognizes that the use of italics in such a case is to draw the reader's
attention to a particular point that is being made by the author. In such a case, the choice to use italics belongs
to the author. As word-processors and printers become more sophisticated and their published products more
professional looking, italics are accepted by more and more instructors. In writing the titles of newspapers, do
not italicize the word the, even when it is part of the title the New York Times , and do not italicize the name
of the city in which the newspaper is published unless that name is part of the title: the Hartford Courant, but
the London Times. Please confirm with your instructor that these rules apply to your paper. Do not add an
additional period to end such sentences. Note that short words that are verbs, nouns, pronouns, adjectives and
adverbs are lower case Example: Revolution in the Revolution Always capitalize the first word after a colon.
APA style dictates the use of italics in a citation or in the text of a paper.


